
This newsletter will keep the Fenland community informed about the 

work carried out by a range of agencies to reduce Anti-social behaviour 

(ASB) & Crime. 

WHAT DO WE AIM TO IMPROVE? 

Following community feedback and analyzing crime data, our priorities 

for 2016-2017 are as follows: 

Anti Social Behaviour (including criminal damage and arson)  

Alcohol-related violent crime linked to the night time economy 

Acquisitive Crime (dwelling burglary / vehicle crime) 

Focus on children & young people identifying risk-taking behaviour and 

highlighting the consequences 

The CSP measures it performance against the previous year and      

constantly strives to record reductions against Anti-social behaviour and 

crime. 

 

 

The Fenland Community Safety Partnership (CSP) is committed to 

reducing crime across the Fenland District through partnership projects 

led by the intelligence received from the community, police information 

and seasonal crime trends. 

 

The partnership will continue to deliver against its priorities ensuring the 

residents of Fenland continue to feel safe within their district. 

Cllr David Oliver, Chair - Fenland Community Safety Partnership 

 

 
Welcome to the CSP Newsletter! 

Featuring in this newsletter... 

Community Contact Point  

Newsletter 
 

October – December 

2016 
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Community Contact Point  

 The new Community Contact point was piloted from October to December 2016 in the 

four Fenland towns and targeted rural locations. The idea was to give the local community 

the chance to speak with Police and the Councils Community Safety Team about issues 

or concerns in their area. At the contact points we also conduct short surveys that will 

help shape the CSP priorities.  We engaged with over 1000 people who live in the local 

community and gathered feedback from 217 people about concerns they have around 

crime and anti-social behaviour. 
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8 contact points were held throughout the months of October, November and December 2016, 

where people were encourage to complete the new online community safety survey developed 

jointly by the Fenland Police team and Fenland Council Community Safety Team. 

The results are shown below 

 

 

 

Community Contact Point results: 

Wisbech and Surrounding Areas 

How Safe do you feel? 

87% of those who took part      

consider themselves safe in     

comparison to unsafe in the area 

that they live 

Is there a problem with crime 

or ASB where you live? 

78% considered there to either 

not much of a problem or no 

problem at all in the area they 

live. Only 2.7% felt there was a 

big problem where they live 
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Results show that the main concerns in the Wisbech area were based around speeding or 

nuisance driving, Parking and Fly-tipping or litter, however over 50% of those who            

responded had not been affected by any of the issues shown in the last 12 months 

The Priority that was selected by the local community was:  

 Speeding 
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6 contact points were held throughout the months of October, November and December 2016, 

where people were encouraged to complete the new online community safety survey devel-

oped jointly by the Fenland Police team and Fenland Council Community Safety Team. 

The results are shown below 

 

 

 

Community Contact Point results: 

Whittlesey and Surrounding areas 

How Safe do you feel? 

98% of those who took part      

consider themselves safe in the 

area that they live. 

Is there a problem with crime 

or ASB where you live? 

96% considered there to either 

not much of a problem or no 

problem at all in the area they 

live. Only 2.7% felt there was a 

big problem where they live 
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Results show that the main concerns in the Whittlesey area were based around speeding 

or nuisance driving, dog fouling and Fly-tipping or litter,   

The Priority that was  selected by the local community was: 

 Speeding 
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8 contact points were held throughout the months of October, November and December 2016 

where people were encouraged to complete the new online community safety survey developed 

jointly by the Fenland Police team and Fenland Council Community Safety Team. 

The results are shown below 

 

 

 

Community Contact Point results: 

Chatteris and Surrounding areas 

How Safe do you feel? 

94% of those who took 

part consider themselves 

safe in the area that they 

live. 

Is there a problem with crime or 

ASB where you live? 

 considered there to either not 

much of a problem or no problem 

at all in the area they live. Only 

2.7% felt there was a big problem 

where they live 
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Results show that the main concerns in the Chatteris area were based around speeding or 

nuisance driving, Parking and dog fouling  

The Priority that was selected by the local community was: 

 Speeding 
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8 contact points were held throughout the months of October, November and December 2016 

where people were encouraged to complete the new online community safety survey developed 

jointly by the Fenland Police team and Fenland Council Community Safety Team. 

The results are shown below 

 

 

 

Community Contact Point results: 

March and Surrounding areas 

How Safe do you feel? 

95% of those who took part      

consider themselves safe in the 

area that they live. 

Is there a problem with crime 

or ASB where you live? 

94% considered there to be    

either not much of a problem or 

no problem at all in the area they 

live. Nobody felt there was a big 

problem where they live 
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Results show that the main concerns in the March area were based around speeding or 

nuisance driving, dog fouling and youth related anti-social behaviour.  

The Priority that was selected by the local community was: 

 Speeding 
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Fenland fed back to us about which method they would prefer we use to communicate 

with them about community engagements or key safety messages and they said: 

 Facebook 

 Local Newspapers 

The Community Safety Team hopes to revise its modes of communication with the public 

based on results gathered at the Contact Points 

 

What do you think is the most effective tool to communicate with the 
p ublic?

Twitter

Facebook

Email

Information from Town and Parish

Councillors

Local newspapers and blogs

Face to Face

Feedback will be gathered on a continuous monthly basis and evaluated to direct priorities for 

the partnership every three months. If you would like to be updated with results and informed 

of partnership work digitally please subscribe to ecops by visiting the link below.  

www.member-registration.neighbourhoodalert.co.uk/ 

 

 

Results will be also be displayed on the Community Safety Partnership blog every three 

months at www.communitysafetypartnership.wordpress.com 

 

For support and advice on a variety of community safety topics visit 

www.advicechain.co.uk where you can access links and numbers local and national support 

services. 

https://member-registration.neighbourhoodalert.co.uk/108/Join
http://www.communitysafetypartnership.wordpress.com/


 

 

Some fraudsters rely on the internet to commit their crimes. There are a variety of different 

types of internet frauds, some include: 

 Online frauds can include: 

 Advance fee frauds 

 Charity donation fraud 

 Holiday fraud 

 Inheritance fraud 

 Loan scams 

 Lottery scams 

 Online shopping fraud 

 Work from home scams 

 

Sometimes people choose not to report fraud because they are embarrassed that they fell for a 

scam, con, swindle, or any other word used to describe the crime. 

Remember that fraud is a crime and that fraudsters will constantly reinvent themselves to find 

new ways of tricking people. Anyone could be a victim. 

Some people also think that fraud is a victimless crime, or that it’s not as serious as other 

crimes. This is not true. Fraudsters are often part of serious organised criminal gangs, who use 

the money to fund other crimes such as human trafficking, illegal firearms trade and terrorism. 

Fraud costs you money— Fraud has repercussions for everyone, whether or not they are a di-

rect victim of the crime. 

The Annual Fraud Indicator 2016 estimates the cost of fraud to the UK is £193bn a year. In 

fact, the cost is likely to be much higher. 

This money has to be repaid somehow, which means that the cost of products and services 

increase for us all. These are all reasons why it’s so important for people to report fraud. If we 

talk about fraud then we can beat it. 

If you would like more information or to report a case of online fraud visit Action Fraud at 

www.actionfraud.police.uk/report_fraud 

 

 

Cyber Crime—Don’t be a victim  
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Partnership Work in Fenland 

  

The Community Safety team visited our partners in Police 

and local Housing Authorities to train staff up on a cloud 

based system that allows for improved   communication and 

efficiency in the recording of community safety related cases.  

The tool is used all over Fenland and in parts of                  

Peterborough and we hope to continue in our efforts to      

educate and facilitate learning of the system.  

Rogue Training Awareness Fenland 

Throughout November and December we worked with Partners to deliver rogue trading 

and scam awareness in Fenland. We spoke to over 500 people in a variety of settings to  

both educate and support around the subject. 



What’s coming up? 

For further information please visit our blog 

www.communitysafetypartnership.wordpress.com 

 On this page you can see all the partnership working undertaken in the last 

few months and dates for upcoming events 

 

Community Contact Points 

 

Wisbech Tesco Extra         Jan 16th             10:00-11:00                     

Wisbech Market Place        Jan 16th            11:30-12:30  

Chatteris Aldi                      Jan 24th             10:00-11:00 

Wimblington Village Hall   Jan   24th            11:30-12:30 

March Tesco Extra             Jan   24th            13:00-14:00                                    

March Lidl                           Jan     24th           14:30-15:30      

Visit www.advicechain.co.uk to complete  

the community safety survey about your local area 


